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This guide is dedicated to tourists who are interested in exploring Paris and its region by bicycle. Bikes can be the perfect way to explore this great metropolis. Two wheels can simply see the sights faster than two feet. Have you ever tried to walk around the Champ de Mars near the Eiffel Tower? Give yourself an hour. By bike, it’s 10 minutes. Bicycling has more advantages for the tourist than the “Métro,” where you pop up in one part of the city, then another, without seeing much in between. On a bicycle, you sense how streets run into one another, how neighborhoods change from posh to poor. You feel the pulse of the city.
Paris, compared with other cities in which I have lived and bicycled, Washington D.C. and New York City, is much kinder to cyclists -- geographically, meteorologically and psychologically. First, the city is flat and relatively compact. Crossing the city takes about 45 minutes. Second, the weather here is mild, rarely dipping below freezing, making year-round bicycling a possibility. Third, French drivers are comparatively kind to cyclists, yielding and giving way without beeping. Remember, this is the country where the Tour de France was born! However, the most important reason for biking around Paris is food. How else are you going to merit those three-course gourmet lunches and dinners?
But my guide is not only about Paris, but also about biking in the entire Ile-de-France -- the region around Paris. More than half of my guide is comprised of “self-guided tours” to parks and tourist destinations in and around Paris, including Versailles, Auvers, Giverny and Chantilly. I show you how to use the public transportation system -- a dense network of subways and regional and long-distance trains -- to transport you and your bike to a starting point or destination. Other bicycle guides to Paris or France assume you have a car to get the starting point. Not mine! My guide comes from my own experience of living and biking here -- without a car -- for more than six years. If the answer to your question about bicycling around Paris does not appear here, I will personally answer it. That’s my guarantee.
Rose Burke
http://www.wfi.fr/bikingparis
bikingparis@wfi.fr
WebFrance International
3 Les Grandes Bruyères
91470 Boullay les Troux, France
tel +33 (0) 1.60.12.05.65
fax +33 (0) 1.60.12.06.56 
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1. PARIS BIKE PATHS
The city of Paris has finally committed itself to building a rational system of bicycle paths. This commitment is part of the government’s plan to reduce automobile traffic, which totals 2.7 million vehicles a day, by 5% by the year 2001. This is quite a radical move. Before 1995, the city inadvertently encouraged more cars into the city by building vast underground parking lots. In December of 1995, when most bus, Métro and RER conductors decided to strike at once, that all changed. Parisians managed to get to work somehow, many by walking or biking. The mayor’s office counted 380,000 bicycles on the streets. By 1998, the media were advocating a Paris without cars. A poll in March 1998 showed that 89% of Parisians approve of the “Plan Vélo.” The government is realizing that to be pro-bicycle is politically very popular.

The city laid its first 50 kilometers of bike paths in February of 1996, getting rid of 600 parking spaces in the process. The main routes run east to west and north to south. The city claims that since then it has created 141 kilometers of “pistes cyclables.” These bike paths vary in quality, from being expanded lanes shared by bus and bike to veritable bike lanes that are separated from automobile traffic. . Since the city laid the routes, the number of cyclists using them has doubled. Bike commuters now average 2% to 5% of total commuters, compared to under 1% before 1995. It’s not yet Amsterdam, but it’s a start.

2. BEST TIMES AND DAYS TO BIKE
Some avid bicyclists take their bikes out any time, any day. But for cyclotourists, it’s much more pleasant when cars abandon the roads and leave them to the two-wheelers. Thus, the best time of day is outside of rush hour: generally between 8 to 10 a.m. and 5 to 8 p.m. Note that the days are long in summer and short in winter. In the summer, when the sun sets late, why not consider a romantic evening ride on the Champs Elysées? The best days of the week are Saturday, Sunday, holidays and school vacation periods, of which there are many in France. However, while Paris itself is excellent for bicycling on a Sunday, well-known bicycling routes, like the Canals of Paris, will be filled with families out for a spin. The best months are June, July and especially August, when Parisians leave "en masse" for vacation. My perfect day for a bike ride in Paris? -- A Sunday morning in August.

3. WEATHER
The temperature in Paris rarely rises beyond 90 degrees Fahrenheit and rarely dips below freezing. It rarely snows. Instead, it rains. Some years are drier than others. Thus, the weather is moderate and permits year-round cycling. Take my well-earned advice and check the weather forecast before your bicycle adventures! The day may start out with rain but may clear up beautifully by noon, or vice versa! Once, we started out on a sunny but blustery fall day on a trip to Giverny. The weather turned to cold rain within a half-hour! The daily newspaper, USA Today, also available in Paris, has a good weather page. If you can understand or read French, you’ll find the “météo” (weather forecast) on the Minitel (the French information system) at 3615 METEO or by calling 08.36.68.08.08. (When asked to fill in the number of the “département," key in “75” for Paris.) France, like most of Europe, goes by the metric system. If you’re not proficient, just remember that 0 (zero) is freezing, 5 is chilly, 10 is cool, 20 is warm and 30 is hot. (Those temperatures in Fahrenheit are 32, 50, 68 and 86.) The conversion for Fahrenheit from centigrade is 1.8 X centigrade + 32. 

4. DISTANCES AND SPEED
France measures distance in kilometers, but you may only function in miles. So that’s why the rides in this guide are given in both English and metric systems. Some cyclometers can keep track of a trip in both measures, some just one. Choose the system with which you are comfortable. As a rule of thumb, to convert kilometers into miles, divide kilometers in half and add about 10% of the kilometers. Thus, 100 km would be about 60 miles. The exact conversion is 1 kilometer = .62 mile. One mile = 1.6 kilometers. How long will it take you to finish a ride? To find that answer, you’ll need to know how fast you ride. I always seem to ride at an average speed of 10 miles an hour or 16 kilometers an hour. That’s not very fast. It’s the speed of the average bicyclist in moderate shape. Thus, it takes me two hours to ride 20 miles. That’s not including breaks, stops to check the map, etc.

5. CLOTHING
No matter where you bike, wear comfortable clothing, preferably bicycle shorts or pants, which are made to stick to your body and not get caught in the bike. While many Parisian women wear skirts on bikes, this can be dangerous. The cloth can get caught in gears or wheels. If your pants are baggy, stuff them in your socks or secure them with clips. Wear bike gloves. Avoid all-cotton or wool clothing, which retains sweat and takes long to dry. Consider wearing blends or synthetics. I prefer wearing dedicated bicycling clothing; my husband insists on wearing jeans. However, on one recent trip during which it rained, he swore he would buy some nylon pants.

6. EQUIPMENT
By French law, your bike must be outfitted with a bell and reflective elements on the pedals. Lights in front (white or yellow) and back (red) are required from sunset to sunrise. Bicyclists rarely get cited for these kinds of violations alone. It’s usually in combination with a more serious violation. (More on that later!) It’s always a good idea to carry a "télécarte" (telephone card on sale at bars and cafés with the “Tabac” sign), emergency phone numbers, maps, identification, spare change, water, food (at least an energy bar), as well as a small rag or "towelette."

If you intend to take the rides in this guide, I advise using a cyclometer, which keeps track of distance (as well as many other parameters.) Note that you can detach your cyclometer mid-ride without losing data. For longer rides, I suggest you carry a pump for your tires, as well as a patch and tool kits.

If you are a bicycle commuter, and must ride during rush hour, consider investing in a good anti-pollution mask. According to a recent test by the French Institut National de la Consommation (National Consumer Institute), of six masks, only one passed. The Respro-brand mask, made in Britain, was the only one able to filter 85% of diesel emissions, the most toxic. I wear the Respro mask and find it comfortable, breathable and well designed. The retail price is about 300 FF.

7. TO WEAR OR NOT WEAR A HELMET
People often ask me whether it is illegal for a bicyclist to go without a helmet in Paris. According to French law, wearing a helmet is not obligatory but is strongly advised. We strongly advise it too. Most deaths resulting from bicycle injuries are due to concussions suffered by bicyclists who don’t wear helmets.

8. FIRST AID
If you hurt yourself, you’re usually not far away from a “pharmacie” (pharmacy), which is the place to go for minor cuts and scrapes. French pharmacists give first aid and will treat a wound and put on a bandage. They will refer you to a doctor or hospital, if necessary. Pharmacists will also diagnose minor ailments, such as a cold or flu, and can suggest over-the-counter remedies. Doctors and hospitals will usually treat you first and ask questions later about health insurance. The usual practice is to pay the doctor, obtain a receipt and seek reimbursement with your health insurance company.

9. WHERE TO FIND MAPS OF PARIS BIKE PATHS
Maps of the Paris bike network are available on the Internet at www.ratp.fr/Sortir/planvelo.htm. They are also available at the "mairie" (town hall) of each arrondissement or at the Mairie de Paris (Paris Mayor’s Office), Métro Hôtel de Ville. The map can be ordered free of charge by Minitel, code 3615 Paris, key word BRO. Look for the “Paris à Vélo Plan des Pistes,” item No. B041. Maison Roue Libre also has the map in limited quantities (see section 25 for the address).

10. FRENCH ROADS
The highways and roads in France are in very good condition, but have narrow or no shoulders. Main routes are systematically ranked, lettered and numbered: "A" for “autoroutes” or expressways (forbidden to bicyclists). "N" means “route nationales” or national roads. "D" is for “routes departementales” or state and county roads. D-roads and other lesser roads are the route of choice for the bicyclist. France also has a network of hiking paths, “sentiers de grande randonée,” coded GR on signs and maps. These roads are usually passable with a mountain bike. The highways and roads are color-coded on French maps.

11. BASIC BIKE VOCABULARY
Pointing goes a long way in talking to the French about bikes. So does English. Some terms are the same, like cable, chain, dérailleur, or Presta or Schraeder valve. But just in case you need a certain word, here’s a basic list.

antivol --- locks
balade à vélo --- a bicycle trip
bicyclette (not commonly used) --- bicycle
cadre --- frame
cassé --- broken
casque --- helmet
chambre d’air --- inner tube
changement de vitesse --- gear shifters
compteurs --- cyclometers
compteurs sans/avec fil --- cyclometers with or without wires
cyclist --- a cyclist
dérailleur --- dérailleur or gear mechanism
l’éclairage --- lights
faire du vélo --- to go bicycling
forche --- fork
frein --- brake
guidon --- handlebars
huile --- oil
jantes --- rims
lever --- manette
panier --- basket
pédale --- pedal
pompe --- pump
pneu --- tire
rayon --- spoke
roue --- wheel
rustines --- patches for inner tub
sac --- bike pack
selle --- seat
vélo --- common word for bicycle
VTC (vélo tous chemins) --- multipurpose bike, city bike
VTT (vélo tout terrain) --- mountain bike 

SPECIAL NOTE ON THE "ILE-DE-FRANCE": The term, which literally means “island of France,” refers to the greater Parisian metropolitan area. This region comprises eight “départements,” which are similar to a county in the U.S. There are a total of 96 departments, each with a number. Ile-de-France comprises Paris (75), Seine-et-Marne (77), Yvelines (78), Essonne (91), Hauts-de-Seine (92), Seine-Saint-Denis (93) Val-de-Marne (94) and Val d’Oise (95). These number are used in everything from zip codes to maps. Data searches on the Minitel or Internet frequently make reference to these numbers.

12. RULES OF THE ROAD
French driving law is codified in the “Code de la Route,” which also applies to bicyclists, with certain exceptions. Some French bicycle advocacy groups complain that the “code” is not well-adapted to bicycles. There is some truth to that. For example, most road signs are posted with cars in mind, without little thought of how they apply to bicycles. For example, in the Forest of Saint Germain, there are many roads that prohibit traffic, but that sign is obviously meant to apply to motorized traffic. Use good common sense. In any case, I always advise to do what is safe over what is legal.

13. PRIORITÉ À DROITE (YIELD TO THE RIGHT)
One of the oddest and most important rules to remember in Paris is “priorité à droite” (yield to the right), which means that traffic coming from the right has the right of way, unless marked. Thus, even if you are riding down a main street, traffic coming out of side streets on the right has priority. Think “right gets the right of way.” Most cars slow at the intersection, but some do not. Outside of Paris, this peculiarity is generally abandoned. You’ll be constantly reminded of this with signs like, “Vous n’avez pas la priorité,” or “ceder la priorité.” Translated they mean, “you don’t have priority” and “yield the priority.”

14. THE MOST IMPORTANT RULES OF THE ROAD
Why are these the most important? -- because violations of these rules result in accidents. According to statistics from the City of Paris, bicyclists breaking the law are to blame for nearly half of all accidents involving a car. Most of these -- 12% -- are caused by bicyclists who ride through red lights. The important rules of the road:

*Obey all traffic lights and signs.
*Ride on the extreme right side of the road, except to pass, turn left or go straight ahead at certain intersections. Do not whiz between lanes or down the center lane, as you see motorcycles or other bicyclists do.
*Signal in advance for right and left turns.
*In general, ride single file. Standard bikes may be ridden two abreast in unpopulated areas during the day.
*Bikers, except those under eight years old, are forbidden on sidewalks, except when the street is cobbled or under repair.
*It is forbidden to attach your bike to the portable metal gates used around construction sites and public buildings for security.
*You are forbidden to transport people on your bike, except for young persons under 14 in specially made seats or trailers.
*It is forbidden to ride the wrong way on a one-way street.
*You must yield to pedestrians who are on the street.
*If there is a “piste cyclable” (bike path) on your route, you must use it, especially if it is marked as “obligatoire” (obligatory).
*Motorists must drive at least one meter away from cyclists.
*Each bike must have working brakes, a bell, lights from and back, and reflectors visible from the back, side and pedals.

15. THE EXCEPTIONS
As a result of talks between the bicycle advocacy groups and the Paris city government, some concessions have been made to the law in favor of bicyclists. Bicyclists are now permitted to use bus lanes, and ride in “aires piétonnes” (pedestrian zones), unless expressly forbidden.

16. RIDING TIPS AND ETIQUETTE
The most important “code de la route” is common sense. Plot out your route before you go with a map. Avoid riding in drivers’ blind spots, which is about mid-car on either side. On the other hand, don’t be too timid. Let yourself have room on the road. At first you’ll want to hug the right side of the road, even on narrow streets where there really isn’t enough room for a car to pass safely. In this case, “take the road.” Ride in the middle, where you will stay away from the real danger: the sudden opening of a car door! According to statistics from the City of Paris, this type of accident accounted for 14% of all collisions caused by a motorized vehicle involving a cyclist. My one and only accident, not serious, was riding into a car door as it opened on a wide and otherwise clear boulevard! In general, be courteous to cars and passengers. If you feel unsure or intimidated by any traffic situation, bring your bike to the curb, dismount and walk.

17. MANAGING FRENCH TRAFFIC CIRCLES
The French prefer “ronds-points,” or traffic circles, to standard intersections with a light. They are the bane of a bicyclist's existence. If you’ve ever watched the traffic at l'Etoile (the biggest circle in Paris whose proper name is Place Charles de Gaulle) during rush hour -- it’s right up there with watching airplanes take off -- you probably wonder if there is a method to all of this seeming madness. There actually is. Remember, priority is on the right, even on a circle. To get through a traffic circle, do as the vehicles do. Enter cautiously, but with conviction. Keep up your speed but be ready to brake. Head toward the middle, then veer outward toward your street when it is in sight. Use hand signals. Let cars entering the circle go ahead of you. If you hug the periphery, you’ll block other vehicles trying to get into the circle that have the right of way. In any case, do not attempt to ride around l'Etoile! Take the service road around l'Etoile, rue de Tilsitt, which has a bicycle path.

18. PARKING
Paris is building more parking spaces for “deux roues,” (two-wheeled vehicles), a term that includes bicycles as well as motorcycles. These are the best places to park. There are also 46 roofed and lighted sites (550 spaces) near Métro and RER stations in the Paris metropolitan region. For a complete list, see http://www.ratp.fr/Env_q/Env_r/Env_r_mob/mobilite3.htm. The transport system says that 500 more spaces are in the works. Otherwise, I usually park and lock my bicycle to signs on the sidewalk. Never leave your bike out on the street -- locked or unlocked -- overnight. Most apartment buildings or hotels have a small space or parking garage where you can stow your bike. 

19. FRENCH ROAD VOCABULARY
absence de signalisation --- no road markings
allumez vos phares --- put on your headlights
attention! --- watch out
chantier mobile --- road crews
chaussée deformée --- bad road surface
circulation --- vehicular traffic
circulez au pas --- proceed at walking pace
convoi exceptionnel --- oversized vehicle
couloir de bus --- bus lane
déviation --- detour
fermé --- closed
feux --- traffic lights
fin de chantier --- end of construction
Ile-de-France --- the Paris metropolitain area, literally, “island of France”
interdiction de --- it is forbidden to
interdit --- forbidden
itineraire conseillée --- detour
piste cyclable --- bicycle path
piste cyclable obligatoire --- mandatory bike path
priorité à droite --- yield to traffic from right
privée --- private (no one admitted except habitants)
rallentir --- slow down
rappel --- reminder (of speed limit)
route barrée --- road closed
route glissante --- slippery surface
sauf riverains --- road forbidden to all but resident vehicles (bicycles are usually allowed)
sortie d’usine --- factory road exit
verglas --- ice

20. BRINGING YOUR BIKE TO PARIS
I discourage tourists from bringing their bikes to Paris for two reasons: 1) Air freight of bikes varies in price and degree of service from airline to airline. 2) Getting to Paris proper from the airport is difficult whether you’re carrying a boxed bike or unpacking and riding it into the city. However, if you are going to stay in Paris for more than a month and plan to use your bicycle often, bringing it along may be best. Nevertheless, consider buying a new or used bicycle here before making that decision.

21. SHIPPING BIKES BY PLANE
Check with your airline before ticketing about fees and procedures for transporting bicycles. Prices and rules vary from airline to airline. On US Airways flights from the U.S. to Paris, for example, the carrying charge is $50 one-way if the bike replaces one of the two bags of your baggage allowance. If the bike is transported as excess baggage, it is subject to even higher fees. Bicycle boxes ($15 on US Airways) can be purchased from the airline or sometimes obtained from your local bike shops. Of course, you must obtain the boxes well before the departure. Call the airline to find out exactly where to pick up the box, how much they are, and whether there are any in stock. Ask whether you need your ticket and/or passport to purchase a box. Packing requires taking off the pedals and turning and sometimes dropping the handlebars. Getting packed boxes to a major airport is no mean feat.

22. GETTING YOUR BIKE FROM THE AIRPORT TO PARIS
OK, so you’ve managed to recuperate your bike from baggage claim. Now what? At either Orly or Charles de Gaulle airports, the problem is transporting your biked box to your hotel or residence. I recommend taking a Roissy bus, which will stow your bike boxes underneath in the baggage compartment, from the airport to the city. Or order a taxi  station wagon (“break” in French.) Alternatively, you might build your bike at the airport for the short sprint to the RER.  At Orly, you might try to illegally take your bike onto the Orlyval, which links up to the RER. I am sure some dare-devils will try to ride their bikes directly into the city, though this is something I would not do. To get from CDG to Orly, or vice versa, take the Roissy bus. For information on transportation options at the airports, see http://www.adp.fr.

23. BIKES AS CARRY-ON LUGGAGE
I do encourage bike enthusiasts who do a lot of international cyclotourism to consider purchasing bike bags or cases so that they can check their bicycles like any other piece of luggage. That way you’ll avoid airline fees, hassle and potential bike damage. These bags or cases can be used to easily and safely carry your bicycle not only on airlines, but trains, buses and taxis. They are available through better bicycle shops or mail-order companies like Bike Nashbar or Performance, or French sporting-goods stores like Go Sport or Decathlon (see section 28 for addresses). Better yet, consider buying a foldable bike that fits in a suitcase. My husband and I invested in 21-speed custom-fitted foldable “Bike Fridays” made by the Oregon-based Green Gear Bike Co., available in the U.S. and U.K. (Contact Green Gear Cycling, 3364 West 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97402, URL: http://www.greengear.com.) These bikes, meant for serious cycling, fold into Samsonite hard cases that are, in fact, ordinary pieces of luggage. We fold our bikes into the hard cases for airline transport. We also have sturdy nylon bags for carry-on train transport.

24. RENTING A BIKE
Consider renting a bicycle in Paris rather than bringing your own. Renting has become so easy that there is little reason for tourists to bring their own, unless they are planning an extended stay or are wedded to their own bikes. (I do understand that riding a foreign bike is sometimes like sleeping in a strange bed -- it can ruin the experience.) There are four main venues for bike rental: the RATP public transportation agency, bicycle tour companies and bike shops.

25. RATP’S “ROUE LIBRE” RENTAL PROGRAM
While it may seem odd for the mass transit agency to rent bicycles, why not? The RATP (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens) started an expanded bicycle rental program in March 1998 in prime tourist spots. (For your convenience, three of my “Best Bike Rides Around Paris” start at or near RATP rental locations.) The service, a partnership between the associations Escapade Nature and Vélo de Ville, has its new headquarters at the Maison Roue Libre at Les Halles. It also offers rentals from “cyclobuses” at various points around Paris. The organization now even delivers its rental bikes to a number of the larger French hotels. Rentals are offered year-round, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., at the Maison Roue Libre, and at other locations on weekends and holidays from March at least through October, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.. Prices: 20 FF per hour; 50 FF per half day, 75 FF per day. Long-term rates are available upon request. Discounts of 10-15% are available for holders of a Carte Orange monthly transit pass or a Paris Visite multi-day tourist transit pass, groups, students, young people, senior citizens and the unemployed.  An ID and deposit of 1,000 FF (French franc check or presentation of a credit card or Carte Bleue) are required (this is standard practice for rentals). Each location offers city-style bikes for men and women, and mountain bikes for kids. Helmets, locks and baby seats are also available. Personnel at each location are ready to help with bike repairs. A emergency vehicle is available in case you run into serious mechanical troubles on the road. Each location also offers bicycle tours (see the section on bike tours for more details) and safe storage of your own bicycle (10 FF a day; longer-term rates are available).

Rental Locations:

Year-round:
*Les Halles (Headquarters): 
Maison Roue Libre, 95 bis rue Rambuteau, near the intersection with boulevard de Sébastopol, in the 1st arrondissement. Telephone: 01.53.46.43.77. Fax: 01.40.28.01.00.

Weekends and holidays:



*In the 13th arrondissement
155 boulevard Vincent Auriol at Métro Nationale

*In the 14th arrondissement
SAEMES parking lot at Métro Denfer-Rochereau

*Canal de l’Ourcq in the 19th arrondissement 
At quai de la Loire near Métro Jaurès or Stalingrad 

*Bois de Boulogne: 
RATP bus station at Métro Porte d’Auteuil.

*Bois de Vincennes: 
RATP bus station at Métro Château de Vincennes.

*Saint-Germain-en-Laye: 
on rue de la Surintendance near the château and Hôtel de Ville. Near RER A Saint-Germain-en-Laye.

*Boulogne-Billancourt
at Carrefour des Anciens Combattants at Métro Boulogne Jean-Jaurès or Porte d’Auteuil

26. COMMERCIAL RENTAL LOCATIONS
There is one commercial bicycle rental company that I know and trust. For other possibilities, see my list below of independent bicycle shops. (La Maison du Vélo used to be among the best shops for renting, but no longer offers this service.)

Paris à Vélo, C’est Sympa, 37, boulevard Bourdon, 75004. Telephone: 01.48.87.60.01. Email: info@parisvelosympa.com. Web site: http://www.parisvelosympa.com/.This bicycle tour company, whose name means “Paris by bike, it’s nice!,” is located near the Bastille. They have mountain bikes,  Holland-style commuter bikes and even tandems. Rates range from 80 FF a day to 950 FF a month. A deposit is required; either French franc check or a credit card is sufficient.

27. SNCF RENTALS AROUND PARIS AND FRANCE
The SNCF, or Société Nationale de Chemins de Fer, the French national train company, suspended its program of bike rentals in the Ile de France region and throughout France in the summer of 1999, due to high costs and low demand. Where there was demand, this service has been privatized and decentralized.  The train station at Vernon, for example, which is close to the popular tourist destination of Giverny, still offers rentals.There are also rental possibilities near the train stations in Strasbourg, Grenoble and Montpellier. The SNCF advises inquiring at your destination’s Office of Tourism regarding bike rentals.

28. BUYING A BIKE
If you are going to stay in Paris for more than a month and plan to ride regularly, consider buying a bike. (You can always sell it before you leave; the market for used bikes is great in Paris.) Prices for a new bike start at 1,100 FF and average 2,700 FF. Performance bikes, of course, sell for much more! Start shopping at sports department stores like Go Sport or Decathlon, which have branches around Paris. One of the better full-service, independent bike shops is the Maison du Vélo, 11 rue Fénelon, 10th arrondissement. Telephone: 01.42.81.24.72. Hours: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday. (For other independents, see section 30.)

DECATHLON (unless noted hours are 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.)
*Wagram, 26 avenue de Wagram, 75008, Métro Etoile or Ternes (opens 9 a.m. Saturday and closes 9 p.m. Thursday),
*Madeleine, 17 boulevard de la Madeleine, 75001, Métro Madeleine, (opens 9:30 a.m. Saturday), and
*Aquaboulevard, 4-6 rue Louis Armand, 75015, Métro Balard (open Sunday 10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.).

GO SPORT (unless noted hours are Monday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.)
*Nouveau Forum des Halles, Place Carrée, 75001, opens at 10:30 a.m. weekdays,
*Les Halles, Forum des Halles, Niveau 3, Porte Lescot, 75001,
*Montparnasse, Centre Cial Gaieté, 68 avenue du Maine, 75014, and
*Rivoli, 10 rue Boucher, 75001, open until 9 p.m. Thursday.

29. USED BIKES
It’s difficult to find used bikes, since they are in such great demand. However, once yearly in the fall, Paris à Vélo (see the section on bike rentals or tours) sells its stock of bikes. Call for exact days and times. The Maison du Vélo has a bulletin board, where people sometimes advertise used bikes for sale. For other possibilities, see the following list of independent bike shops.

30. INDEPENDENT BICYCLE SHOPS IN PARIS

Sells new and used bikes, rents and repairs—
*Au Réparateur de Bicyclette, 44 boulevard de Sébastopol, 75004. Tel: 01.48.04.51.19.
*Au Point Vélos, 83 boulevard Saint Michel, 75005. Tel: 01.43.54.85.36.
*Paris à Vélo, C’est Sympa, 37 boulevard Bourdon, 75004. Tel: 01.48.87.60.01.

Sells new and used bikes, repairs—
*Bicloune, 7 rue Froment, 75011. Tel: 01.48.05.47.75.
*SWISSA Albert, 14 rue Froissart, 75003. Tel: 01.42.77.01.19.
*VTT Center, 1 place de Rungis, 75013. Tel: 01.45.65.49.89.

Sells new bikes and repairs -- 
*Florquin Lucien, 36 rue de l’Aqueduc, 75010. Tel: 01.40.34.81.18.
*La Maison du Vélo, 11 rue Fénelon, 75010. Tel: 01.42.81.24.72.
* Cycles Laurent, 9 boulevard Voltaire, 75011. Tel: 01.47.00.27.47.

Rents --
*Paris Vélo, 2 rue de Fer à Moulin, 75005. Tel: 01.43.37.59.22.
*Bicloune, 13 bd Beaumarchais, 75003, Tel: 01.42.77.58.06.
*Bike ’N Roller, 6 rue St. Julien-le-Pauvre, 75005, Tel: 01.44.07.35.89.

Repairs --
*Cycles Jean, 19 boulevard de la Chapelle, 75010. Tel: 01.46.07.68.77.
*Franscoop Cycles, 47 rue Servan, 75011. Tel: 01.47.00.68.43.
*Cyclo Sport, 34 rue Damesne, 74013. Tel: 01.45.88.50.04.

31. TAKING BIKES ON MASS TRANSIT
Bikes have access on most forms of public transportation within Paris. Where allowed, there is no extra charge to board your bike. Just a few years ago, the transportation authorities didn’t want to deal with bicyclists at all. That attitude has changed 180 degrees! Realizing that both bikes and mass transit are in the same business, the authorities have become bike-friendly. They are loosening up the rules, refurbishing access to stations and rebuilding bicycle parking racks at train stations to actually encourage, rather than discourage, bicyclists. Here’s a rundown of the rules for buses, the Métro, RER and other forms of transportation:

BUS: Bikes are not allowed.

MÉTRO. Bikes are not allowed, except on the No. 1 line (from La Défense to Château de Vincennes) and only on Sundays until 4:30 p.m. All stations on this line, except Louvre-Rivoli and La Défense feature bike-friendly entrances.

BATOBUS. The Batobus, a ferry that operates on the Seine from May to September, allows the free transport of as many as 12 bicycles per boat. I prefer the quiet ride of the Batobus to that of the “bateaux-mouches” tourist barges. A small, one-deck cruiser, the Batobus stops at five tourist destinations:

1. Port de la Bourdonnais near the Eiffel Tower
2. Port de Solférino near Musée d’Orsay
3. Quai Malaquais near Pont des Arts in the 6th
4. Quai de Montebello near Notre Dame in the 5th and
5. Quai de l’Hôtel de Ville in the 4th (which goes back to Stop No. 1)

My preferred trip is No. 5, which takes you the longest distance, from the center of the city to the Eiffel Tower! Prices: day pass is 60 FF for adults, 30 FF for children, or buy a 20 FF ticket for one stop, with additional stops at 10 FF. Boats stop every 30 to 40 minutes from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. No reservations needed.

RER: This acronym stands for “Réseau Express Régional.” This system was build to quickly transport people living in the suburbs into Paris. It operates more like a train than the Métro. A map of the RER network is available -- ask for the free “Petit Plan de Paris” (not the pocket sized “Paris Plan de Poche”) at any Métro or RER station. A map of the Paris region like the Michelin 101 or 106 will show RER train stations and lines. With both of these maps, you’ll be able to design your own bike route, using the RER to jump-start you into the countryside. We like to ride to the end of the line on the RER as a way to get ourselves into the countryside. Try the end of the C line at Montigny-Beauchamp, Dourdan-la-Fôret or Saint-Martin d’Etampes. or the end of the B line at Mitry or Saint-Rémy-les-Chevreuse. We like the end of the D line at Melun, La Ferté-Alais or Malesherbes.

KEEP THESE RULES IN MIND WHEN TAKING YOUR BIKE ON THE RER:

*Bikes are forbidden during rush hours, 6:30-9 a.m. and 4:30-7 p.m. weekdays. There are no restrictions on Sundays and holidays.
*You can’t yet enter or exit at certain stations (because they haven’t yet been renovated to be bike-friendly). RER A: La Défense, Charles de Gaulle-Etoile, Auber, Châtelet-Les Halles, Nation. RER B: Châtelet-Les Halles, St.-Michel-Notre Dame, Luxembourg, Port Royal, Denfert-Rochereau and Cité Universitaire. RER D: You may not board or exit Châtelet-les-Halles.
*Stow your bike in cars at either end of the train. This is required on the RER A and B lines.
*Don’t ride your bike on the quai.
*Have a hand on your bike at all times. (We sometimes, however, lock our bike to a post and sit nearby, especially on long trips.)

The Paris transportation authority warns that not all RER stations have been adapted to allow easy access for bicycles. However, we haven’t yet been unable to exit our bikes from an RER station, one way or another! Some RER stations have special access gates that were designed for the handicapped but that work for bicyclists as well. Look for these gates as you enter a station. Ask a clerk or attendant to open it for you. (Some are remote-controlled.) Look for a call box if a clerk isn’t visible or present. Some stations, like Gare du Nord, for example, have high-tech turnstiles that accommodate bikes. Sometimes at night, gates are simply left open for everyone to pass. As a last resort, carefully lift or push your bike through the gate, passing your ticket through first.

32. TAKING YOUR BIKE ON THE TRAINS
Remember that you may always board your bike in a piece of luggage or bike bag ON ANY TRAIN, including the TGV. However, you may board you bike as is on regional and long-distance trains – with some rules and restrictions:

ILE-DE-FRANCE TRAINS: In the Paris metropolitan area, passengers are allowed to board with their bikes as is on all regional trains and long-distance trains in Section A below, EXCEPT inbound 6:30 to 9 a.m. weekdays and outbound 4:30 to 7 p.m. weekdays. There is no required place to stow your bike. The regional trains are referred to as TER (Trains Express Régionaux) trains.

LONG-DISTANCE TRAINS:
A. bout 70 “grandes lignes” or long-distance trains, allow bicyclists to board with bikes as is. The bicycles are to be placed in the baggage cars, on a space-available basis. (There is no way to know in advance.) From Paris, the destinations include Amsterdam, Bâle, Béziers, Brest, Briançon, Brussels, Caen, Calais, Granville, Irun, Le Havre, Les Sables d’Olonne, Marseille, Munich, Namur, Nice, St. Gervais, Strasbourg, Quiberon, Quimper, Royan, Toulouse, and, and points in between. From Strasbourgh, the destination includes Karlsruhe, Stuttgart and Frankfurt. This service is free in France, but carries a charge once you cross the German, Belgian or Swiss borders. When traveling from France to the foreign country, the conductor will issue you a ticket for your bike at the border. For the return, buy the ticket for your bike at the departure station in the foreign country.

For more information, see the SNCF’s multilingual brochure “Guide du train et du vélo” available at train and RER stations. These trains are also marked with a bicycle pictogram on train schedules. Official SNCF train schedules are available at the “acceuil” (information) desk in train and RER stations. A summary of all of these bike-friendly trains, the “Guide MDB du train et du vélo,” periodically published by the bicycle club MDB (section 35), is handy for planning trips.

A NOTE ON BOARDING YOUR BIKE: If you are confused about where to stow your bike -- perhaps you can’t find the baggage car -- try to find a car marked “special,” “service,” or with a handicapped sign. They usually have more space than passenger cars. Some even have hooks from which you can hang your bicycle. Sometimes the special cars are locked. If that is the case, ask the conductor to open it, if you can find him or her. Or, just stow your bike out anywhere you can of the way of other passengers. The first, middle or last car is usually a good bet. While you may take your bike free of charge, you have to load it yourself. Sometimes the conductors are nice enough to help, however. Capacity is usually limited to three bikes per car. If you are a larger group, split up and stash the bikes in separate cars. Even conductors and train station managers are often unsure whether their train may accept bikes. Their first reaction, without checking, is to say it’s forbidden. (It’s a French thing. Don’t let it bother you.) This happened to us on our way back home from Vernon, just outside of Paris. We had our train schedule in hand, and pointed out that indeed, the particular train did take bikes. MAKE SPECIAL NOTE: Even if a certain train forbids bikes, you may ALWAYS board them in a bike bag or piece of luggage.

TGV AND EXPRESS TRAINS: On the TGV (“train à grande vitesse” or high-speed train), and most “Corail” (express) trains, passengers may board their bikes free of extra charge ONLY in a big bag or other piece of luggage. (To fit the bike in the bag, it is often necessary to detach the front wheel and turn the handlebars -- perhaps even detach the pedals and seat.) The dimensions of the bag must not exceed 120 X 90 cm. NOTE: You may not board your bike as is! When boarding the TGV, you must stow the bagged bikes in the luggage racks at the end of the car -- note that only one end of each car has racks big enough to accommodate a folded bicycle. For “trains corail” or express trains, bikes also must be bagged. They must be stowed in areas marked with a bicycle/wheelchair pictogram. Make sure to tag your luggage! We had good experiences with boarding our foldable bikes in nylon bike bags on the TGV. We once rode to the train station on the bikes, with our panniers doubling as luggage, and folded our bikes into their nylon bags right on the quai.


A NOTE ON TICKETING: Train schedules and fare information are available on the Ile-de-France page of the SNCF Web site at http://idf.sncf.fr/FR. A variety of discounts are available. For example, two people traveling together may be eligible for 25% off. Children generally travel at 50% off. On Sept. 1, 1999, the SNCF eliminated 1st class on the RER and regional trains in the Ile-de-France. There is still a 1st class on the Grandes Lignes and TGV trains.

33. SHIPPING YOUR BIKE TO YOUR TRAIN DESTINATION 
In the past, the SNCF itself handled shipments of bicycles. It has now contracted with the company Sernam to offer this service. If you deliver your bike to a Sernam center and pick it up at a Sernam center, the price is 195F. Delivery takes two days from the date of deposit. If Sernam picks up your bike at a private address or train station, and delivers to an address or train station, the price is 295F. Add an extra day for train station delivery. This service operates weekends, excluding holidays. However, some trains stations will accept bikes for shipment on weekends and holidays, if their baggage areas remain open. You can purchase this service at the same time as your train ticket. Or your can call 0 803 845 845 and pay with a credit card. I have never used this service. However, I have read about problems with Sernam. Read about Barbara Leonard’s experience at http://www.dnai.com/~barbara/SNCF.html.

34. STORING YOUR BIKE
Is your hotel or apartment too small or not secure enough to store your bike? Maison Roue Libre (see Section 25 for full information) will also store your bike – or even just your bicycle luggage -- from a day to a year. Prices run from 10F a day to 1400F a year. Your bicycle is returned cleaned and checked.

35. MAPS
The two main cartographers in France are Michelin and IGN. Michelin, as you know, is the big tire company that is more famous to some for its guidebooks and restaurant rankings. The IGN -- Institut Géographique National -- is the official French map-making agency; it’s a lot like National Geographic in the U.S. In fact, the best source for maps of all kind in Paris is the IGN shop at 107 rue La Boétie, off the Champs-Elysées. Its Web site is http://www.ign.fr. Michelin and IGN maps are also sold at better bookstores and newsstands.

For bike rides in Paris, always carry a good map that indicates one-way streets. Tourist maps will do in a pinch. I use Michelin’s No. 12 of Paris and my pocket-sized “Plan de Paris Par Arrondissement,” Edition Police Nationale, which includes maps of the near suburbs, or “proche banlieue” (Editions L’Indispensable). The Plan de Paris is available at most Parisian newsstands.

For bike rides around Paris, I use Michelin Nos. 101 and 106. The 101 shows the Parisian suburbs, including the Orly and Charles de Gaulle airports as well as the Forest of Saint Germain and the Forest of Montmorency, all at a detailed scale of 1:50,000 (1 centimeter to 0.5 kilometer or about an inch to the mile). The 106 includes all of the 101 plus Disneyland Paris to the east, most of the Forest of Fontainbleau to the south, Chartres to the southwest and Chantilly to the north. The scale is 1:100,000, which is 1cm to the kilometer or about 3.5 miles to the inch. The IGN also publishes a map that outlines 90 bicycle routes in the Paris region, “90 Circuits Cyclos en Ile-de-France,” number 3615. I use the map often to get ideas for my own routes.

36. BICYCLE ORGANIZATIONS
There are scores of bicycle associations and organizations around Paris. For a complete list, the national association of bicyclists, the Fédération Française de Cyclotourisme (FFCT) prints a leaflet called “Annuaire des Clubs de la Ligue Ile-de-France.” FFCT, 8 rue Jean-Marie-Jégo, 75013. Telephone: 01.44.16.88.88.

I belong to the Mouvement de Défense de la Bicyclette (MDB), which is one of the top advocacy organizations for bicyclists in France. Their address is 32 rue Raymond-Losserand, 75014. Telephone: 43.20.26.02. Fax: 01.43.35.14.06. Email: mdbidf@club-internet.fr. URL: http://perso.club-internet.fr/mdbidf/. The association also sponsors low-cost Sunday, weekend and week-long rides around Paris and France. Rides are listed in its magazine “Roue Libre” (Free-Wheeling). Annual membership is 50 FF (100 FF if you want to take advantage of the rides). The magazine subscription is 70 FF for members and 110 FF for non-members. 

Another advocacy group, lead by young university students, is Chiche!, 40 rue de Malte, 75011. Telephone: 01.43.55.44.05.

37. GUIDED BIKE TOURS
A. The best bicycle tour company in Paris is Paris à Vélo, C’est Sympa at 37, boulevard Bourdon, 75004. Email: info@parisvelosympa.com. Web: www.parisvelosympa.com. The association was the winner of the Lauréat 1995 du Grand Prix du Tourisme Paris-Ile-de-France. Telephone: 01.48.87.60.01. Prices are about 150 to 190 FF a ride per person, including bike rental and insurance. It’s less for people under 26 years old and those who come with their own bikes. Ask for the English-language brochure. Rides are three hours long, 10 to 15 miles. Reservations are necessary. My husband, a house guest and I took the 10-mile “Contrasts of Paris” tour of the 19th and 20th arrondissements one Sunday afternoon, starting at the company’s shop near Place de la Bastille. First we saw the modern architecture of Parc de La Villette, then the countrified villas of the Mouzaïa neighborhood. We ascended to the highest point in Paris, not Montmartre as you might think, but Télégraphe Hill in the Belleville district. It wasn’t a tough climb. Everyone in our group of 25, from the Swiss students to the French retirees, made it up the hills. There were frequent stops for stragglers in our international group as well as breaks for commentary in several languages.

B. The up-and-coming tour operator in Paris is the RATP -- the mass transit agency -- through the association Escapade Nature. At its seven bike rental locations throughout the Paris area, the organization offers three types of rides: one-and-a-half hour “Relaxing Tours,” three-hour “Discovery Tours,” and special events rides. These include the Music Festival Tour, the Church Festival Tour and the Fireworks Tour, timed for Bastille Day on July 14. There are also tours for gourmets and photographers. Tour prices start at 85 FF (55 FF for kids), bike included. If you bring your own bike, take 30F off. (See section 25 for the addresses.) For more info or to reserve a ride, call Maison Roue Libre at 01.53.46.43.77, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sunday. English is spoken.

FREE BIKE TOUR: In conjunction with the radio station NRJ, the RATP sponsors free “Citybike” tours, on the last Saturday of the month from March to October. The route of the two-hour rides vary each time, but the idea is to discover the city. Meet at Maison Roue Libre at 9 a.m. the day of the ride. The ride is free for those with their own bikes; otherwise bike rental is 30F at Maison Roue Libre.

C. The newest service is Bullfrog Bike Tours, which caters to English-speaking tourists. Two tours are offered daily, 11 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., from May 1 to August 14, and 11 a.m. August 15 to September 15. There are also night tours Mondays and Thursdays at 9 p.m. The tour meets, rain or shine, just behind the Eiffel Tower in the Champ de Mars Park (look for the Bullfrog Bikes flag). Each tour lasts 3-4 hours. The price is 120F cash or US$20 cash. Rain slickers are provided, if needed. Reservations aren’t needed. The owner of Bullfrog is David Mebane. Contact him at BullfrogBikes@hotmail.com or 06.09.98.08.60. Web site: http://bullfrogbikes.com. Here’s what David told me about how Bullfrog started: “I interned in Paris during the summer of 1998. During that summer, I had many friends coming through the city on vacation that asked me to take them around. So we'd rent bicycles since I thought it was the best way to visit Paris. Well, it became so popular that ... I created Bullfrog Bike Tours to open summer 1999.” Good luck David!



ROSE’S “BEST BIKE RIDES AROUND PARIS”

During my first years in Paris, my favorite rides were like my favorite bistrots: familiar, close to home and satisfying. But now I’ve set my sights further from Paris. I like to reserve my Sundays for a spin in “Ile-de-France,” basically the Paris metropolitan area. Some of it is suburbia, parts are pure countryside and acres are devoted to parklands. If you want to experience a bit of green close to the city, try one my best bike rides around Paris:

I. SUNDAYS ALONG THE SEINE
II. AROUND THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE
III. THE BOIS DE VINCENNES TO CHINATOWN
IV. THE CANALS OF PARIS
V. UP IN THE CLOUDS OF SAINT CLOUD
VI. THE GREENWAYS OF SOUTHERN PARIS
VII. THE ROYAL ROUTE TO VERSAILLES
VIII. VAN GOGH COUNTRY: AUVERS-SUR-OISE
IX. MONET’S MUSES: VÉTHEUIL AND GIVERNY
X. THE CHARMS OF CHANTILLY AND SENLIS

While it isn’t absolutely necessary, I do recommend that you use a cyclometer and a map when taking these rides. (See the chapter 6 “Equipment” for other essentials.) The best one for beginners is “Sundays Along the Seine.” The best family rides are “Around the Bois de Boulogne,” “The Canals of Paris,” and “The Greenways of Southern Paris,” since the routes mainly follow bike paths in public parks. More advanced bicyclists will like “Monet’s Muses” And “The Charms of Chantilly and Senlis.”

++++++++++++++++++++
I. SUNDAYS ALONG THE SEINE

Highlights:
*Notre Dame
*The Louvre
*The Church of Saint German des Près
*The ancient market street rue Mouffetard

Mileage: 9 miles (14.5 kilometers) or less
Traffic: Mostly on roads closed to autos
Pedaling time: 1 1/4 hours
Terrain: Flat with two small hills
Map: Plan de Paris
Time to Go: Sundays only from April to November (be warned that the City of Paris sometimes cancels the “auto-free Sundays” without notice)

INTRODUCTION TO “SUNDAYS ALONG THE SEINE”

This trip is by far the easiest and most pleasant way to see “tourist Paris.” On Sundays, the City of Paris closes selected roads along the Seine to automobile traffic, reserving them for pedestrians, skateboarders, baby carriages and bicyclists. These auto-free Sundays run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., April to November. The first segment of this ride is perfect for kids, bicycling newbies, and adults who are wary of riding in traffic, but want to give it a spin.

We start near the Eiffel Tower. The trip proceeds along the left bank of the Seine, under bridges and alongside the “bateaux mouches” tourist barges. You’ll pass the Grand Palais and Assemblée Nationale, then veer off down the bike lane on boulevard Saint Germain. After passing the oldest church in Paris, Saint Germain des Près, you turn uphill toward the romantic rue Mouffetard. On Sundays, it’s bursting with tourists and Parisians, who come to this market street for their produce. One day when we were there, an accordion player was accompanying brave Parisians who volunteered to sing chansons karoke-style. The trip along the Seine continues on the Right Bank after you cross Ile Saint Louis. The quai on this side, planted with trees, is the perfect vantage point for the seeing the beaux-art beauty of the Musée d’Orsay.

DIRECTIONS FOR “SUNDAYS ALONG THE SEINE”

STARTING POINT: Gravel path along Seine (quai Branly) at intersection of avenue de la Bourdonnais
LANDMARK: Eiffel Tower

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head away from Eiffel Tower in the direction of Pont d’Alma.

0.2 / 0.3 Turn left onto blocked-off road. There’s usually a sign “Journées des Piètons” and/or a police car. Ride on right side of road.

0.4 / 0.6 Bear right at fork; go through tunnel.

0.9 / 1.4 At fork, take right ramp to street level. Walk bike around gate and to crosswalk. Cross street (two sections) to bike path in front of Assemblée Nationale. Ride on this path down boulevard Saint Germain.

2.1 / 3.4 On left is Saint Germain des Près Church.

2.5 / 4.0 Crossing boulevard Saint Michel.

2.6 / 4.2 Crossing boulevard Saint Jacques.

2.8 / 4.5 Right up rue de la Montagne de Saint Geneviève.

3.0 / 4.8 Left onto rue Descartes.

3.1 / 5.0 At light, continue straight.

3.2 / 5.1 Becomes rue Mouffetard (completely blocked off to traffic on Sundays.) If busy with pedestrians, dismount and walk bike.

3.4 / 5.5 At bottom of street at fountain, make left onto rue Censier. At light, left onto rue Monge.

4.3 Right onto bike path of boulevard Saint Germain.

4.5 / 7.2 Move into center bike lane for left turn onto bridge (Pont de Sully), which crosses Ile Saint Louis to Right Bank.

4.7 / 7.7 Turn right onto road (quai Henri IV; no bike lane). DO NOT ride straight ahead onto boulevard Henri IV.

5.0 / 8.0 Make a very sharp right onto entrance ramp for bike-free road along Seine.

7.1 / 11.4 At exit of tunnel, end of bike-free road. To bike up bike-free road on other side of river (Left Bank), turn around (going in the opposite direction) onto bike path, cross at crosswalk, cross bridge (Pont Royal).

7.4 / 11.9 Turn right onto entrance ramp to bike-free road.

8.7 / 14.0 At fork, bear left. Bike-free road ends. Bear right onto bike path on road (quai Branly).

9.0 / 14.5 END POINT: Quai Branly at intersection of avenue de la Bourdonnais

++++++++++++++++++++
II. AROUND THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE
Using rental bikes or your own bikes.

Highlights: 
*Jardin d’Acclimation, 
*The Musée National des Arts et Traditions Populaires, 
*The Parc de Bagatelle and the Hippodrome de Longchamp.

Mileage: 7.6 miles or 12.2 kilometers.
Traffic: Mostly quiet; some busy intersections.
Pedaling time: 45 minutes
Terrain: Flat with one uphill
Map: Michelin 12 or Plan de Paris
Time to Go: Weekdays

INTRODUCTION TO “AROUND THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE”

The Bois de Boulogne, or Boulogne Forest, is no longer a real forest in the proper sense of the word, though you will find an impressive collection of 140,000 trees. Once one of the favorite hunting grounds of the kings of France, the 2,200-acre space now serves as a leisure land for Parisians and pets searching for a little bit of nature. Many of the park’s 18th-century structures didn’t survive the Revolution, except for the Parc de Bagatelle. Bonaparte reforested the Bois; in 1852 Napoléon III deeded it to the City of Paris. It was believed that the vast park and its gardens would preserve the health of Parisians and contribute to social order. Between 1860 and 1865, the park was sculpted into the form as we know it today: studded with artificial lakes, islands, rocks and grottos, and crisscrossed with stately avenues and boulevards. It is home to some of the city’s best restaurants: Le Pré Catelan and La Grande Cascade, to name just two. Small budgets will find dozens of cafés and sandwich shops.

The ride takes the visitor around the park’s highlights:
The JARDIN D’ACCLIMATION, a small-scale amusement park for kids. (Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily; admission 12F, free for children under 3.)
The MUSÉE NATIONAL DES ARTS ET TRADITIONS POPULAIRES is France’s folk art museum, which has had exhibitions in the past devoted to street musicians and roller skaters. (Open daily expect Tuesday, 9:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.; admission 20F adults; 13F discounts; free for children under 18.)
The PARC DE BAGATELLE, an exclusive garden famous for its roses and water lilies that surround a château. (Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and until 8 p.m. in the summer; admission 10F.)
The HIPPODROME DE LONGCHAMP, one of the two horse racetracks in the Bois; race dates are posted on a sign at entrance.

This loop, which takes place mostly on paved roads or bike paths, is best on weekdays, when the park isn’t so crowded. Feel free to bike off-road at any point. Bicycle rentals are available from the SNCF on weekends and from Paris Cycle daily. Avoid this (or any park) after dark; it is a well-known meeting point for ladies (and men) of the evening. The roads aren’t well marked, but I’ve included the street names for those with detailed maps.

DIRECTIONS FOR “AROUND THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE”

STARTING POINT: The corner of boulevard Suchet and place de la Porte de Passy in the 16th arrondissement.
LANDMARK: Big sign for Porte de Passy.

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head west on place de la Porte de Passy into Bois de Boulogne, passing through three lights.

0.2 / 0.3 Make first right at intersection (Carrefour des Cascades), where you can rent bikes from the SNCF on weekends and holidays. An artificial lake is on your left (Lac Inférieur) of this road (Chemin de Ceinture du Lac Inférieur).

0.5 / 0.8 Bear left at Y-intersection. You’ll no doubt want to take the ferry to the island in the center of lake. So stop here, lock your bike and walk to the lake. A 7 FF ticket will buy you a round-trip to the island, at the middle of which is the idyllic restaurant Le Chalet aux Iles.

0.7 / 1.1 Gate; continue straight.

0.9 / 1.4 Another gate, with bike rentals on right. (Paris Cycle, Open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Wednesdays and weekends, and daily April 15 to October 16; 30 FF an hour or 60 FF a day).

1.0 / 1.6 At light bear left (onto Route de la Muette à Neuilly). Boat rental on left.

1.3 / 2.1 Second light.

1.6 / 2.6 At third light, make a right onto avenue du Mahatma Gandhi. Entrance to Jardin 
d’Acclimation is 100 feet further on the left.

1.8 / 2.9 Light; On left, Musée National des Arts et Traditions Populaires.

1.9 / 3.1 Light at circle (Carrefour des Sablons); go left 3/4 around. Cross miniature railroad tracks.

2.0 / 3.2 Turn left onto bike path (route des Erables) -- easy to miss.

2.5 / 4.0 At fork in road, bear left (rue piste Cyclable du Madrid à Neuilly).

2.8 / 4.5 At small intersection, continue straight. You’ll see a placid little lake dedicated to Parisian fishers. Licenses are required to fish here, but no permission is needed to take a break!

3.0 / 4.8 Bike path ends; turn right onto road (Avenue du M. Gandhi). At circle, go nearly halfway around to route du Champ d’Entraînement. Follow sign for camping. Pick up bike path (rue de la Longue Queue heading toward Bagatelle) on left side of road.

3.5 / 5.6 Parc de Bagatelle. Stay for a visit or pick up bike path again.

3.8 / 6.1 At fork, bear left.

3.9 / 6.3 Just before bike path ends, veer left and cross (allée de Longchamp) at crosswalk; the waterfall and La Grande Cascade restaurant are on this side of the street. Walk bike on in same direction.

4.1 / 6.6 Beginning of bike path. Look right for the grandstands of the Hippodrome de Longchamp.

4.2 / 6.8 At intersection go straight, picking up bike path on other side.

4.5 / 7.2 At fork, bear right, path heading toward road.

4.6 / 7.4 Bike path ends. This area is a watering hole for serious bicyclists who use the bike path immediately in front of you to train. Fill up your water bottle here. We’ll do just one lap; watch out for the packs!

6.1 / 9.8 Look out for the Dutch-style windmill on your right.

6.7 / 10.8 Intersection with light. Congratulations! You’ve done one lap! Go straight up hill (route 
de l’Hippodrome).

7.3 / 11.7 Carrefour des Cascades and bike rental.

7.6 / 12.2 END POINT: Porte de Passy.

++++++++++++++++++++
III. THE BOIS DE VINCENNES TO CHINATOWN
Using rental bikes or your own bikes.

Highlights: 
*The Musée des Arts Africains et Océaniens
*La Ferme de Paris
*The Hippodrome de Vincennes
*The Parc Floral, Château de Vincennes
*Bibliotheque François Mitterrand
*Chinatown

Mileage: 11 miles or 18 kilometers
Traffic: Nil to heavy.
Pedaling time: 1 1/2 hours
Terrain: Flat; mostly park roads and paths.
Map: Michelin 12 or Plan de Paris
Time to Go: Weekdays

INTRODUCTION TO “THE BOIS DE VINCENNES TO CHINATOWN”

The Bois de Vincennes has been a royal hunting ground since the 7th century, when a lodge was built in what used to be a dense forest filled with game. The lodge was later replaced by bigger and bigger residences. The little-known but magnificent Château de Vincennes essentially dates to the end of the 14th century; France’s kings lived there until the 16th century. Since then it became a prison for the famous. King Louis XV (1715 to 1774) turned the bois into a park but that didn’t save it from the ravages of the French Revolution. Since that time, French leaders have done what they will to “modernize” the 2,300-acre park. Napoleon III renovated it along the lines of London’s famous parks. In the 1930s, attractions like the Parc Zoologique and Parc Floral were added. In the 1950s, roads were built for cars. Today, the city fathers are closing roads to cars and building more people, bicycle and horse paths. The ride follows some of these roads and paths around the park’s major attractions:

MUSÉE NATIONAL DES ARTS D’AFRIQUE ET D’OCÉANIE, with art from Africa and the Pacific Islands, is open weekdays 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. and weekends (except Tuesdays) from 12:30 to 5:50 p.m. Admission: 27 FF, 18 FF discounts.
THE CHÂTEAU DE VINCENNES is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. October through March and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. April through September, except for holidays.
THE PARC FLORAL, created in 1969, is a leisure and horticultural park, with many children’s activities. Open Admission: 10 FF, children under 10, 5 FF.
LA FERME DE PARIS, also called Ferme George Ville, is a working animal, vegetable and grain-growing farm. Open Tuesday to Sunday during July, August and school vacations, 1:30 to 7 p.m.; otherwise weekends and holidays 1:30 to 7 p.m. April to June and September and until 5 p.m. October to March. Admission: 22 FF and 11 FF for discounts.
THE PARC ZOOLOGIQUE is a modern zoo. Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the summer and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the winter. Admission: 40 FF, 30 FF discounts, 10 FF children. There is an extra charge of 20 FF to climb the “Grand Rocher” (Big Rock).

Upon leaving the park, the ride heads back into town through the gentrifying neighborhood of Bercy and then across the Seine toward the controversial new national library and Chinatown, low on charm but high on Asian chow of all kinds. There are a number of Asian supermarkets, the biggest and most famous of which is Tang Frères, 48 avenue d’Ivry. It’s open 9 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday to Friday and 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. weekends. (Yes, a supermarket in Paris that is open on Sunday!) Tang has its own restaurant next door to the supermarket.

DIRECTIONS FOR “THE BOIS DE VINCENNES TO CHINATOWN”

STARTING POINT: Behind left shoulder of golden statue of La France Colonisatrice, place Edouard-Renard, next to Porte Dorée.
LANDMARK: On weekends, the green-and-white Cyclobus offering SNCF bike rental. Across the street, the Musée des Arts Africains et Océaniens.

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head into park on dirt path, across road and toward lake. Weekdays, look left for bike rentals by Paris Cycle. Ride on dirt path counterclockwise around lake (Lac Daumesnil) or on road (route de Ceinture du Lac Daumesnil).

0.8 / 1.3 Intersection with access road to Ile de Bercy. Take the opportunity to visit this auto-free island of calm. Since the island is also off-limits to bicycles, lock them here if you wish to visit.

1.0 / 1.6 At tip of lake, turn right, uphill, to road. At crosswalks on left, cross twice to the far side of avenue de Saint-Maurice.

1.4 / 2.3 Right onto route Aimable (dirt path into park), opposite side entrance to Parc Zoologique. A real forest path that is easy to miss.

1.6 / 2.6 Second left onto route des Tribunes.

2.0 / 3.2 Right onto route de la Tourelle (stream on right).

2.4 / 3.9 Path ends; continue straight on road (stream on left).

2.8 / 4.5 Left onto route du Pesage (Hippodrome on right).

2.9 / 4.7 On left, entrance to La Ferme.

3.3 / 5.3 Right onto route de Saint Hubert.

3.7 / 5.9 Halfway around circle onto route Mortmart.

4.0 / 6.4 At intersection, continue straight, keeping to packed sides of dirt path.

4.2 / 6.8 Turn left so that foot bridge is on your right onto route de la Cascade.

4.4 / 7.1 Intersection, continue straight, riding around lake (Lac des Minimes) on left. A great rest spot or place for a picnic lunch.

4.8 / 7.7 On left, gated entrance to restaurant Porte de Jaune.

5.1 / 8.2 Right onto avenue des Minimes; to left are two orange trianons -- two mini châteaux.

6.1 / 9.8 Lighted intersection with Château de Vincennes ahead to right and Parc de Floral entrance to left. When you are finished seeing these attractions, ride to far corner of château and veer left onto avenue Daumesnil. Ride on road or sidewalk.

7.1 / 11.4 Lighted intersection with main entrance to Parc Zoologique on left. You can’t miss the 
Big Rock!

7.4 / 11.9 Porte Dorée; return rental bikes or continue straight through on Daumesnil for Chinatown.

7.7 / 12.4 Left onto avenue du Général Michel Bizot (first left after porte).

8.1 / 13.0 Right onto rue de Charenton. At bottom of hill, move into left lane.

8.6 / 13.8 Left onto rue Proudhon, under bridge, around church to bridge.

9.0 / 14.5 Cross bridge (pont de Tolbiac).

9.3 / 14.9 Make second right after bridge onto rue Jean Anouilh to Bibliotheque François 
Mitterrand. After your visit, backtrack on Anouilh to make right onto rue de Tolbiac.

10.4 / 16.7 Chinatown; second left onto Avenue de Choisy. The streets are lined with Asian shops.

10.7 / 17.2 Left onto route de la Pointe d’Ivry.

10.8 / 17.4 END POINT: Chinatown with Tang Frères across the street on your left.

++++++++++++++++++++
IV. THE CANALS OF PARIS

Highlights: 
*The romantic canals of Saint Martin and de l’Ourcq
*The futuristic Parc de la Villette
*The Forest of Sevran

Mileage: 20.3 miles or 32.7 kilometers (or less)
Traffic: Mostly dedicated bike lanes or auto-free
Pedaling time: 2 1/2 hours or less
Terrain: Flat
Map: Michelin 101
Time to Go: Weekdays; but weekends are okay

INTRODUCTION TO “THE CANALS OF PARIS”

This is by far the favorite ride of many a bicyclist in Paris, a peaceful urban backwater filled with the atmosphere of 19th-century working-class Paris. The ride starts in the center of near Châtelet, and, using protected bike lanes, proceeds northeast out of the city. The route attracts more bicyclists on the weekends than on weekdays, but isn’t usually crowded.

The tour parallels a waterway that is called Canal Saint Martin and then Canal de l’Ourcq as it heads out of the city. The canal was finished in the early 1800s under Napoleon, as a way to increase the city’s water supply and water routes. The canal favored the building of light industry. While many of the old factories are gone or abandoned today, a few do remain. On the edge of Paris proper, the ride cuts through Parc de la Villette, a modern leisure-and-entertainment complex built in the 1980s. The “cultural campus” is scattered with theaters, exhibit halls, playgrounds, and concept gardens, not to mention the science center with Omnimax theater. Next, the route goes through one suburban community after another, each with a slightly different commitment to maintaining and developing the bicycle path. Before breaking out of suburbia, you’ll hit the dense Forest of Sevran. After the town of Villeparisis, the path goes through the wooded Bois de Claye and then hits open countryside. We end the trip by taking a detour to the town of Mitry-Mory, where you can catch the RER back to the city.

DIRECTIONS FOR “THE CANALS OF PARIS”

STARTING POINT: The intersection of boulevard de Sébastopol and avenue Victoria in the 1st arrondissement
LANDMARK: Tour Saint-Jacques near Métro Châtelet

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head north away from Seine on boulevard de Sébastopol in dedicated bike lane, following white sign for République/Stalingrad. At the intersection with boulevard Saint-Denis, boulevard de Sébastopol becomes boulevard de Strasbourg.

1.3 / 2.1 Bike path appears to end. At this intersection of boulevards de Strasbourg and de Magenta, make third right onto rue Sibour aiming for far side of church (Saint-Laurent). At end of Sibour at light, left onto bike path of rue du Faubourg Saint Martin, which becomes avenue du Verdun.

1.6 / 2.6 At intersection, where bike path again appears to end, make right onto place Raoul Follereau, a car-free zone. Follow bike signs. Proceed through archway, zigzagging finally onto rue Robert Blache.

1.8 / 2.9 At end of Blache, right onto rue Eugene Varlin.

1.9 / 3.1 At light, go straight across bridge, then left onto quai de Jemmapes. Canal Saint Martin is on the left.

2.2 / 3.5 At lighted intersection, cross boulevard de la Villette. After passing under elevated Métro tracks, make left onto bike path.

2.3 / 3.7 Follow white bike signs while crossing major intersection with avenue Jean Jaurès. At fork in bike path, go left onto quai de la Loire.

2.9 / 4.7 Left onto rue de Crimée. At light, right onto quai de la Marne.

3.4 / 5.5 Bike path ends as you enter the modernistic Parc de La Villette. You can’t miss the use of primary colors. Take a detour here if you like to explore the park or get a bite to eat. When you return, continue on path along the canal.

3.8 / 6.1 Path narrows and passes under bridge. (Be mindful of pedestrians.)

3.9 / 6.3 Follow road around cement factory. Go through gate. Follow sign (“Piste Canal de l’Ourcq”) to pick up bike path.

4.4 / 7.1 Take bridge up and over to right side of canal. Don’t worry, the cobblestones end in 
2/10 of a mile!

5.0 / 8.0 Cross train tracks. Path parallels tracks.

5.4 / 8.7 Jog right then left to get back onto path, which is now on left side of canal.

7.8 / 12.6 At sign for Bondy, take bridge to other side of canal.

8.8 / 14.2 Cobblestones: keep going straight.

9.0 / 14.5 Asphalt path continues on right. (Pedestrian path is on left.)

9.4 / 15.1 Bear left onto combined bike/pedestrian path.

9.8 / 15.8 At fork in path, take elevated one on right.

10.6 / 17.1 Heading through area of Sevran.

10.7 / 17.2 Passing under bridge (Pont de Freinville). Road splits again into dirt pedestrian path and asphalt bike path.

11.1 / 17.9 Locks of Sevran. Bike path deteriorates.

11.6 / 18.7 Bridge (Pont de Sevran).

12.0 / 19.3 Entering the lush forest called Parc Forestier National de Sevran.

12.3 / 19.8 Jog left then right onto path through forest.

13.2 / 21.2 Turn left (easy to miss) to path along canal.

13.5 / 21.7 At fork, take bike path on right.

15.1 / 24.3 Left over wide wooden bridge at Villeparisis, then right onto bike path. Or end trip here and take RER Villeparisis back to Paris.

15.5 / 24.9 Bridge (Pont A104).

18.2 / 29.3 At fork, bear left up to bridge (Pont de la Rosée), then left onto road (D212; no bike path).

19.1 / 30.7 Go 3/4 around circle, taking exit for Mitry-Mory.

19.7 / 31.7 Entering Mitry-Mory on rue de Claye.

20.2 / 32.5 At light, right onto rue Jean Caille for train station, which will appear on left.

20.3 / 32.7 END POINT: Gare de Mitry-Mory. Tickets are 28.50F for a one-way back to Paris. Trains to Paris are on “voie” (track) 4.

++++++++++++++++++++
V. UP IN THE CLOUDS OF SAINT CLOUD

Highlights: 
*The visionary gardens of Alfred Kahn
*Parc de Saint Cloud and it superb views of Paris
*The National Ceramics Museum featuring Sèvres porcelain

Mileage: 9 miles or 15 kilometers
Traffic: Moderate to nil
Pedaling time: 1 1/2 hours
Terrain: Flat except for one uphill and a descent
Map: Michelin 101
Time to Go: Weekends

INTRODUCTION TO “UP IN THE CLOUDS OF SAINT CLOUD”

As the rich and nobles did centuries ago and as commuters do today, flee Paris for the communities of Boulogne-Billancourt and Saint Cloud. Boulogne is now a mix of old country stone houses and modern prefab. When it was still the country, banker Albert Kahn (1860 to 1940) built his own private park featuring a Japanese, English and French gardens and various kinds of forests. (Hours: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. from October 1 to April 30, and until 8 p.m. May 1 to September 30. Price: 20 FF for adults and 15 FF for discounts.)

Saint Cloud (pronounced "clue") is a affluent suburb of Paris. The town was named after Clodoald, who was a grandson of France's first king and who died in 560 AD. Sanctus Chlodoaldus was corrupted over the centuries to Saint Cloud, but today's 30,000 habitants still refer to themselves as Clodoaldiens. The current look of the 1,000-acre Parc de Saint Cloud reflects the 17th-century design of by André Le Notre, France's greatest landscape artist, who also did the Versailles gardens. Since Parc de Saint Cloud is less well-known than Versailles, there are few tourists. (Biking is prohibited on the manicured park greens; the park closes at dusk.)

Adjacent to the park is the site of the famous Sèvres porcelain factory, opened in 1756 by Madame de Pompadour and Louis XV to supply the royal residences with tableware and “objets d'art.” The state-owned factory still trains artisans who make and paint the porcelain by hand. While the factory is off-limits to tourists, you may visit the National Ceramics Museum. (Open daily except Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Tickets are 22 FF or 15 FF for discounts.)

DIRECTIONS FOR “UP IN THE CLOUDS OF SAINT CLOUD”

STARTING POINT: rue Mirabeau at Métro Mirabeau in the 16th arrondissement
LANDMARK: San Francisco Restaurant

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head west in direction of one-way traffic on rue Mirabeau.

0.3 / 0.5 At intersection turn left than right onto rue Molitor.

0.7 / 1.1 Continue through first intersection.

0.8 / 1.3 At second intersection, Porte de Molitor, get in left lane, bear left onto avenue de la Porte Molitor.

1.0 / 1.6 Avenue becomes rue du Chateau.

1.3 / 2.1 Continue straight at circle; road becomes rue de Paris.

2.1 / 3.4 At this big circle dismount for detour for Musée Alfred Kahn or continue into circle and take second right (2 o'clock) onto avenue du Mal de Lattre de Tassigny. Continue straight over 
bridge, Pont de Saint-Cloud, and stay in right lane.

DETOUR FOR ALFRED KAHN MUSEUM
Dismount to the right on sidewalk and cross in front of Brasserie Jean Baptiste. Cross street at crosswalk and find rue du Port, about 20 feet to the left near "i" information sign. Entrance to museum is near the end of road. Mount steps at cul de sac to pick up trip at the beginning of the bridge.

2.6 / 4.2 At end of bridge continue straight, bearing right slightly in direction of black/white sign “Saint Cloud Centre” onto rue Dailly.

2.7 / 4.3 Move into middle or left lane and continue on Dailly as it curves left. Make immediate left onto rue Gaston Latouche.

2.9 / 4.7 Left onto place du Pas de Saint Cloud, then immediate right onto place Charles de 
Gaulle. Don’t miss Saint Cloud town hall and the Romanesque Saint Clodoald Church on right.

3.0 / 4.8 Left onto rue de la Libération.

3.1 / 5.0 Left back onto rue Gaston Latouche, which feeds into place Silly.

3.2 / 5.1 Bear right onto rue des Ecoles.

3.3 / 5.3 Continue straight at intersection onto pedestrian entrance to park labeled Passage Piéton and allée des Lilas. Looking left, see view of Paris; try to find the Montparnasse Tower.

3.5 / 5.6 Bear left down gravel path and 1/2 around fountain. Take semi-paved road on left.

3.6 / 5.8 Right, uphill, onto main park road.

3.8 / 6.1 At fountain, take first right uphill following sign for Versailles. Don't forget to look back for views of park and Paris. If you like, stop here or at the next circle at one of the park’s cafés.

4.0 / 6.4 At second fountain make nearly complete circle, right onto tree-lined path following signs for Sèvres Meudon.

4.7 / 7.6 At cul de sac, bike up to fence. Expansive view of western Paris!

4.8 / 7.7 Facing the fence, exit right following sign for Sèvres Meudon.

4.9 / 7.9 Left at wood fence onto gravel trail.

5.3 / 8.5 Trail ends at parking lot; go straight ahead and turn right onto paved road marked no entry.

5.5 / 8.6 Terrain levels; continue straight.

5.7 / 9.2 Bear left onto gravel path.

5.8 / 9.3 Path ends; make right through gate into parking lot. The National Ceramics Museum is on your right.

5.9 / 9.5 Left onto pedestrian path following brown sign for Pont de Sèvres (Serves Bridge).

6.0 / 9.7 Left at top of hill onto bridge.

6.2 / 9.9 End of bridge; continue biking/walking on sidewalk (Computerland is on the left).

6.3 / 10.1 Right onto rue de Sèvres.

6.7 / 10.8 Right onto rue Gallieni.

7.5 / 12.1 Left onto avenue Victor Hugo, which becomes avenue Robert Schuman.

8.1 / 13.0 Right onto rue du Chateau (easy to miss).

8.2 / 13.2 Merge onto avenue de la Porte Molitor straight through Porte Molitor and onto rue Molitor.

8.8 / 14.2 At intersection turn left, then right onto rue Mirabeau.

8.9 / 14.3 Right onto rue Wilhelm and immediately left onto avenue de Versailles.

9.3 / 15.0 END POINT: Métro Mirabeau.

++++++++++++++++++++
VI. THE GREENWAYS OF SOUTHERN PARIS

Highlights: 
*The landscaped greenway
*The superfast TGV trains 
*The Parc des Sceaux with its château and gardens

Mileage: 10 miles one-way with return on RER; 20 miles round-trip (16.1 or 32.1 kilometers)
Traffic: Mostly protected bike trails; two busy intersections.
Pedaling time: 1 1/4 hours
Terrain: Flat with some rolling hills
Map: Michelin 101
Time to Go: Weekdays

INTRODUCTION TO “THE GREENWAYS OF SOUTHERN PARIS”

This is a good trip for the entire family, since it features trains for the kids, a château and museum for adults. Plus, most of the ride takes place on protected bicycle paths.

We begin behind the Montparnasse train station, rebuilt a few decades ago to accommodate a new kind of train: the “train à grande vitesse” (high-speed train), simply known as the TGV, which started taking paying customers in 1981. Work on the tracks for the TGV Atlantique meant a lot of disruption for the citizens south of Paris, who were rewarded with a magnificent promenade in the early 1990s that lies alongside and in some cases on top of the TGV lines. The streamlined trains are so quiet you might not even notice them passing. But do try to take a look; they are a sight to see. The “coulée verte” or greenway has both pedestrian and bicycle paths. It is planted with all manners of flora, including violets and wildflowers. Midway along the greenway is Parc des Sceaux, with a 19th-century classical style château and garden designed by Le Nôtre. The château houses the Musée de l’Ile de France, which is dedicated to the arts and crafts of the region around Paris. (Open daily except Tuesday and holidays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Price: 20 FF; 12 FF for discounts.)

While I recommend taking most rides around Paris on the weekend, this one is best on weekdays. There are simply too many straying toddlers, rollerbladers and wanderers on weekends. While the directions might seem complicated, the principle is simple: keep the train tracks within eyesight.

DIRECTIONS FOR “THE GREENWAYS OF SOUTHERN PARIS”

STARTING POINT: rue Vercingétorix at place de Catalogne in the 14th arrondissement
LANDMARK: Chinese Restaurant

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head south on bike path (rue Vercingétorix). On your left see the church Notre Dame de Travail (Our Lady of Work), finished in 1901 for people who lived in the 14th arrondissement and constructed structures for the Parisian world expos of the 19th century. The church, built in Romanesque style, was made from rubble from the church it replaced, as well as old millstones and iron beams leftover from the expos.

1.1 / 1.8 End of first leg of bike path. After bridge bear right following signs for Malakoff, riding up onto right sidewalk. Bike 10 feet ahead to blue pedestrian sign, turn right then left onto bike path (boulevard de Charles de Gaule).

1.6 / 2.6 End of second leg of bike path. Dismount at the end of boulevard. Walking bike, turn right under bridge. Use crosswalks to pick up bike path on right side of the train tracks (rue Raymond David then boulevard Camélinat.)

2.3 / 3.7 End of third leg of bike path. Don’t miss the modern mosaic on the wall to your left.
Make a left under bridge (avenue de Paris) to crosswalk. Walk across avenue and then across 
to avenue Marx Dormoy. Ride on this street, which is to the left of the elevated train tracks.

2.7 / 4.3 Right onto rue Jean Jaurès.

3.5 / 5.6 Right onto Voie des Suisses then next left onto Chemin Latéral.

3.9 / 6.3 At intersection with boulevard Charles de Gaulle, continue straight onto bike path. The greenway starts here! Notice that there are two paths: one for bikers and one for pedestrians.

5.4 / 8.7 At parking lot, swing around to the left and go though no entry sign (meant for cars). At street intersection, look left for crosswalk and continuation of bike path.

6.0 / 9.7 At intersection cross street and turn left onto sidewalk (doubles as bike path) for Parc des Sceaux. At circle, turn counterclockwise onto bike path along park wall. Entrance is about 
500 yards away. While bikes are prohibited in the park, it’s the perfect place for a leisurely stroll and a picnic. Backtrack to pick up the greenway.

7.7 / 12.4 The trail appears to peter out; keep going!

8.3 / 13.4 At black/white stone circle, DO NOT turn left under bridge. Cross road and continue on bike path on right side of elevated train tracks.

8.5 / 13.7 At circle, using bike path turn left (clockwise), crossing road twice, taking bike path that runs along the left side of rue des Martyrs des Soweto.

8.8 / 14.2 End of bike path. At circle, dismount and cross road using crosswalk to the right. Bike on the right side of the road.

9.0 / 14.5 At circle, bike halfway around following sign for Palaiseau and RER C Gare de Massy-Palaiseau.

9.4 / 15.1 At Y-intersection, bear left following sign for Palaiseau.

9.8 / 15.8 At train station (to the left), make second left. Ride back the way you came or take the RER C or B back to Paris.

RER C or RER B Directions: Dismount and walk bike into station. Buy ticket to Paris (about 24 FF one-way) from machine or clerk. Validate your ticket buy inserting it into the orange machine. Walk onto train platform, turning left and walking 100 yards to “voie” (track) 4. These trains go directly to Paris Austerlitz and points west of Paris. Cross over tracks for RER B, which goes to Cité Universitaire and points north.

++++++++++++++++++++
VII. THE ROYAL ROUTE TO VERSAILLES

Highlights: 
*Parc de Saint Cloud
*Fôret de Fausses Reposes
*Parc de Versailles

Mileage: 16 miles or 26 kilometers (or less)
Traffic: Mostly park roads
Pedaling time: 1 3/4 hours
Terrain: A few small hills
Map: Michelin 101
Time to Go: Weekdays; weekends outside of tourist season are okay

INTRODUCTION TO “THE ROYAL ROUTE TO VERSAILLES”

The immense château and gardens of Versailles need little introduction. Their history and beauty fills many a guidebook. Because they are so vast, visitors usually don’t have time to visit the vast grounds of the park. On a bike, you can do it all.

The best time to visit Versailles is on weekdays or weekends outside of tourist season. The park and the château’s gardens are open daily from 7 a.m. to dusk (which varies from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.). The château, however, is closed on Mondays and certain holidays. From May 2 to September 30, the château is open 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., while the trianons open at 10 a.m. From October 1 to April 30, the château’s hours are 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. During this period, the trianons are open Tuesday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and then from 2 to 5:30 p.m. On weekends they are open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, see the Web site at www.chateauversailles.com. The telephone number is 01.30.83.78.00.

This bike ride starts on the western edge of Paris, cuts through the suburb of Boulogne, traverses the Parc de Saint Cloud in its entirety, crosses the tiny town of Marnes-la-Coquette, and edges back into another park: the Fôret de Fausses Reposes. All of these parks comprised former royal hunting grounds. The route proceeds through the town of Versailles and its open-air market ringed with restaurants: either eat lunch here or buy fixings for a picnic later. The château’s front gate isn’t far; park nearby to visit the château and gardens. The proceed around the château for the entrance to the park. Don’t miss the grazing sheep and cows! There’s a 3.4 mile loop around the Grand Canal before the short hop to the RER train station.

DIRECTIONS TO “THE ROYAL ROUTE TO VERSAILLES”

STARTING POINT: Rue Mirabeau at Métro Mirabeau in the 16th arrondissement
LANDMARK: San Francisco Restaurant

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Head west in direction of one-way traffic on rue Mirabeau.

0.3 / 0.5 At intersection turn left than right onto rue Molitor.

0.7 / 1.1 Continue through first intersection.

0.8 / 1.3 At second intersection, Porte de Molitor, get in left lane, bear left onto avenue de la Porte Molitor.

1.0 / 1.6 Avenue becomes rue du Chateau.

1.3 / 2.1 Continue straight at circle; road becomes rue de Paris.

2.1 / 3.4 At this big circle take second right (2 o'clock) onto avenue du Mal de Lattre de Tassigny. Continue straight over bridge, Pont de Saint-Cloud, and stay in right lane.

2.6 / 4.2 At end of bridge continue straight, bearing right slightly in direction of black/white sign “Saint Cloud Centre” onto rue Dailly.

3.1 / 4.9 Move into middle or left lane and continue on Dailly as it curves left. Make immediate left onto rue Gaston Latouche. Go straight through place Silly.

3.3 / 5.3 Bear right onto rue des Ecoles.

3.4 / 5.5 Continue straight at intersection onto pedestrian entrance to park labeled “passage 
Piéton” and “allée des Lilas.”

3.5 / 5.6 Bear left down gravel path and 1/2 around fountain.

3.5 / 5.6 Take semi-paved road on left.

3.7 / 5.9 Right, uphill, onto main park road.

3.8 / 6.1 At fountain, take first right uphill following sign for Versailles.

4.0 / 6.4 At second fountain, take road with P (parking lot sign) and sign for “Stade Français.” This is a great place for a snack at one of the park’s cafés.

5.0 / 8.0 Bear left, don’t take gated road.

5.2 / 8.4 At intersection, go straight following sign for “Marnes, Versailles.”

5.5 / 8.9 Exit to park (called Porte Blanche); straight on rue de la Porte Blanche, which opens onto quaint town square of Marnes-La-Coquette. Stop at the post office, perhaps one of the cutest in France, or linger by the statue of Pasteur, which opens out onto a small park. Continue straight on rue de G. et X. Schlumberger.

5.8 / 9.3 Left onto rue de Versailles.

6.0 / 9.7 Entering Fôret de Fausses Reposes. If you have time, wander into the forest and take a rest stop. This is the perfect place for it!

6.3 / 10.1 Make left onto forest path when you spot park headquarters (with map of park) on your left. At T intersection, right onto semi-cement path marked with owl stencils.

6.6 / 10.6 Crossing; pick up path on other side of road, turning right. Follow path as it parallels left side of main road.

6.9 / 11.1 Keep following owl signs.

7.6 / 12.2 As you come up parallel with main road (landmark: Total gas station and big sign for Versailles). Make U-turn to stop sign. Enter circle, bearing left. After stoplight, bearing slightly left onto road close to Versailles sign (not immediate downhill and not busy highway) onto avenue de Villeneuve des Ponts.

8.5 / 13.7 Bear right onto avenue du Général Mangin.

8.6 / 13.8 At T intersection, turn left, onto rue du Maréchal Foch.

9.2 / 14.8 Road intersects open-air market, ringed with restaurants. This is THE place to find the fixings for a picnic lunch or a sit-down meal.

9.5 / 15.3 Right onto avenue de Paris; château de Versailles looms ahead. If you want to visit the château, park your bikes around here (not on fence of palace!). 

9.6 / 15.4 At light, right in direction of Saint Germain. Stay in right lane, heading through rue Hoche. At square, go 3/4 around onto rue Carnot.

10.0 / 16.1 Right onto rue des Réservoirs, which becomes boulevard du Roi.

10.1 / 16.3 At lighted intersection, make left onto boulevard de la Reine.

10.3 / 16.6 Entrance to park; continue straight.

10.5 / 16.9 At T intersection, turn right

10.8 / 17.4 At gate, turn left toward Grand Canal.

11.3 / 18.2 Right onto road along the canal. Perfect place for your picnic or a rest break!

14.7 / 23.7 Loop around canal ends nearly back at the beginning, but on the right side of canal. Turn right for exit to park (Grille des Matelots).

14.9 / 23.9 Left onto bike path.

15.7 / 25.3 At stoplight, continue straight onto rue de l’Orangerie, which becomes rue de Général Leclerc.

16.0 / 25.7 At stoplight, left onto rue Royale.

16.1 / 25.9 END POINT: Gare SNCF Versailles Rive Gauche train station. Dismount here for the RER C line. Walk bike around left side of building for handicapped entrance ramp. Buy ticket to Paris (14.50 FF one-way). Ask attendant at info booth to open gate for your bike, which is behind booth. If the line is too long, it’s not difficult to carry bike over these turnstiles. Don’t forget to validate your ticket by passing it through the turnstile. All trains go to Paris.

++++++++++++++++++++
VIII. VAN GOGH COUNTRY: AUVERS-SUR-OISE
Highlights: 
*Van Gogh House and Museum
*Notre Dame Church in Giverny
*The fields of the painting “Wheat Fields with Crows”
*Vincent and Theo Van Gogh’s graves

Mileage: 16.6 miles or 26.7 kilometers
Traffic: Moderate to Auvers; bike paths on the return
Pedaling time: 1 1/2 hours
Terrain: Flat except for one hill
Map: Michelin 106
Time to Go: Weekdays or weekends

INTRODUCTION TO “VAN GOGH COUNTRY: AUVERS-SUR-OISE”

Vincent Van Gogh spent the last months of his short life in Auvers, which lies on the banks of the Oise River. The painter arrived on May 20, 1890 to an area the Impressionists, Pissarro, Daumier, Daubigny, Cézanne, had already made famous. The Dutch artist, whose chose to stay at the Auberge Ravoux, intended to paint and seek treatment from a Dr. Paul Gachet. Mr. Ravoux had a small attic room available; meals were provided. Van Gogh worked extremely hard during the next 10 months, producing 70 paintings and studies in oils. He shot himself on July 27 and died in the next few days. He was buried in Auvers’ cemetery. Six months later, Vincent’s brother Theo died; his body was reburied next to his brother’s in 1914.

Be sure to visit the Van Gogh House and Museum complex, which reopened after a two-year restoration in 1994. (Open daily except Monday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.) Seeing Van Gogh’s tiny room puts his last moments into sober perspective. Walk or ride to the Van Gogh brothers’ graves. (The museum provides a map.) On the way you’ll see the Notre Dame Church and the wheat fields made famous by Van Gogh’s paintings. Time your trip so that you can eat in the museum’s outstanding restaurant, where Van Gogh himself took his meals. Reservations for dinner or lunch are necessary at 01.34.48.05.47. The price is about 150 to 200 FF for a three-course meal. Otherwise, the inexpensive and cozy Crêperie L’Auversoise at 11 rue du Général de Gaulle serves stuffed savory and dessert crepes averaging 25 to 30 FF each.

This ride uses the RER C line to get you within earshot of Auvers-sur-Oise. Take the RER C line from any point in Paris in the direction of Montigny-Beauchamp or Argenteuil to the stop Ermont-Eaubonne. Any train going in that direction will do, since they all stop at Ermont-Eaubonne. The ride takes from 17 to 44 minutes, depending on whether it’s a direct train. (Check the SNCF Web site at http://idf.sncf.fr/FR/ to search for the best times.) Alternately, the “banlieue” (suburban) trains from Gare du Nord take 20 minutes. There are no direct trains to Auvers.

DIRECTIONS TO “VAN GOGH COUNTRY: AUVERS-SUR-OISE”

STARTING POINT: The rue de Callais exit of the Ermont-Eaubonne train station on RER C line, direction Montigny-Beauchamp or Argenteuil.
LANDMARK: Sign with map of the town.

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Left onto rue de Callais.

0.3 / 0.5 Right at stoplight onto rue du Général Leclerc.

0.8 / 1.3 Traffic circle, go halfway around.

1.0 / 1.6 Go halfway around at the next traffic circles, continuing straight. Name of street changes to avenue du Matlock, then 19 juin 1940, and then rue de Montmorency.

1.7 / 2.7 At circle, make quarter turn, following signs for D928. You’ll be riding along the long avenue de Paris, direction Taverny. The name of the street changes at points to avenue de la Libération.

6.9 / 11.1 Cross railroad tracks; see sign for Auvers-sur-Oise.

7.1 / 11.4 Cross Oise river, turn left at light onto rue du Général de Gaulle, following signs for the “La Maison de Van Gogh” (Van Gogh’s house).

7.4 / 11.9 At light, see “Auberge Ravoux” (Ravoux’s Inn) on your right. This is part of the Maison de Van Gogh complex, but you cannot enter here. Turn right and ride about 100 meters for entrance and for the tourist office. First, lock your bike, preferably using the bicycle parking rack across the street in front of the “Mairie,” or town hall. For the return, head back onto rue du Général de Gaulle.

7.8 / 12.6 Turn right, over bridge, over railroad tracks, picking up the D928 again.

11.2 / 18.0 Turn right onto allée Du Temps Des Cerises following the signs for the A115 “autoroute.” Use the bicycle path on the right side of the road. At points the path crosses onto the other side of the road. Becomes boulevard Brémont.

14.4 / 23.1 Bike path ends.

14.6 / 23.5 See signs for Ermont. Name of route changes to route de St. Leu.

14.8 / 23.8 At circle at city center, go halfway around.

15.3 / 24.6 See “Hôtel de Ville” (town hall) on left.

15.5 / 24.9 At circle in town center, go halfway around.

15.6 / 25.1 Turn left (first left) onto rue de Maurice Berteaux.

16.0 / 25.7 Bear left. At stop sign, turn right, cross railroad tracks, make immediate right onto rue du Professeur Dastre (which parallels train tracks).

16.5 / 26.6 Right at light, pass into left lane as you go under bridge. Train station is on left as you exit underpass.

16.6 / 26.7 END POINT: Ermont-Eaubonne train station.

++++++++++++++++++++
IX. MONET’S MUSES: VÉTHEUIL AND GIVERNY

Highlights:
*Vétheuil
*Château du La Roche-Guyon
*Monet’s house and garden
*Musée d’Art Américain in Giverny
*Vernon

Mileage: 19.5 miles or 31.4 kilometers
Traffic: Moderate to nil
Pedaling time: 2 hours
Terrain: Flat with two good hills
Map: Michelin 106
Time to Go: Weekends

INTRODUCTION TO “MONET’S MUSES: VÉTHEUIL AND GIVERNY”

In 1897, the first Americans made the pilgrimage to Giverny. At that time, they were artists inspired by the Impressionism of Claude Monet, who lived and worked there from 1883 to 1926. Even though Monet was reclusive and shunned most visitors, they came anyway to paint in the new “plein air” (open air) style. Since 1980, tourists come from the world over to pay homage to the master at his restored garden and house. Fondation Claude Monet is open April 1 to November 1, daily except Monday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission: 25 FF.

It isn’t easy to get to Giverny; most tourists come by tour bus or private car. Some walk the three miles from the Vernon train station, or catch a bus or taxi, or rent a bike there. (For more information about bike rental in Vernon itself, see http://giverny.org/transpor/index.htm.) What tourists usually miss, however, is the town of Vétheuil, where Monet first lived and the subject for many of his paintings. To fully experience Monet’s world, we think it’s best to bike from Vétheuil thought La Roche-Guyon to Giverny, starting at the Mantes-La-Jolie train station. While in Giverny, don’t miss the Musée d’Art Américain, which opened in 1992 by American collectors of American Impressionism inspired by France and Giverny in particular. The garden café, for which no admission is needed, is the best value for lunch in this touristy town. The museum is open April 1 to November 1, daily except Monday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission 35 FF.

If you have time before your train, visit the château at La Roche-Guyon. Château de La Roche-Guyon is open from the second weekend in March to the second weekend in November, daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and until 7 p.m. on weekends and holidays. In Vernon, there’s the gothic Notre-Dame church and the adjacent medieval quarter with houses dating to the 15th century. Just one mile out of Vernon is the Château de Bizy, a residence of Louis XV built in 1740.

TRAIN TIPS: Trains leave every 15 to 30 minutes for Mantes-La-Jolie from Gare St. Lazare. From personal experience, it’s best not to rely on the train schedule. Just show up and take the next train, posted on the center “departs banlieue” (suburban departures) sign. Or ask at the nearby “acceuil” (information) desk. The trip takes 30 minutes to one hour. The adult ticket is 45 FF one-way, which can be purchased at the “banlieue” machines or at the “guichet” (ticket office) inside the station. From Vernon, you must catch a train that allows bikes. Ask for times at the Mantes-La-Jolie station or check the SNCF Web site at http://idf.sncf.fr/FR/. The adult fare is 67 FF one-way.

DIRECTIONS FOR “MONET’S MUSES: VÉTHEUIL AND GIVERNY”

STARTING POINT: Mantes-La-Jolie train station (the stop AFTER Mantes Station).

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Upon exiting station, right onto boulevard Carnot, which runs parallel to train tracks.

0.3 / 0.5 Light; left onto avenue de la Division du General Leclerc.

0.4 / 0.6 Light; right following sign for Hôtel de Ville onto avenue de la République.

0.6 / 1.0 Left onto rue Léon-Marie Cesné (right side of Palais de Justice). Follow road (name changes several times) as it goes downhill toward Seine and swoops to the right.

1.1 / 1.8 Left onto bridge, Pont Neuf, which crosses the island Ile aux Dames. On second part of bridge, don’t miss seeing the ruins of the old bridge to the right. At end of bridge, move into left lane.

1.4 / 2.3 Left onto D147 direction Vétheuil. The ride starts to get beautiful!

2.0 / 3.2 Go halfway around circle.

3.0 / 4.8 At fork, bear right uphill direction St. Martin-la-Garenne.

3.6 / 5.8 Straight direction St. Martin-la-Garenne.

4.9 / 7.9 Entering St. Martin.

5.3 / 8.5 Left at church following sign for Vétheuil.

6.9 / 11.1 Entering Vétheuil.

7.0 / 11.3 Town square; good rest stop with plenty of cafés. Exit on far left side of square onto avenue Claude Monet following sign for La Roche Guyon, D913, facing church with well-worn steps. Do you recognize it from the Monet painting? 

10.6 / 17.0 La Roche Guyon. You’ll no doubt want to linger here. Turn left following the sign “promenade” for a scenic rest spot along the water. On the right is the castle and hilltop ruin. Walk or ride to the top, if you dare!

11.6 / 18.7 At top of hill, continue on D913 following sign for Gasny.

11.7 / 18.8 Left direction Gommecourt; a quiet paved farm road.

12.6 / 20.3 Stop sign; continue straight in the direction of Limetz.

14.9 / 24.0 Stop sign; turn right in the direction of Giverny.

15.8 / 25.4 Left in the direction of Vernon and Musée Claude Monet. You’ll pass several worthy restaurants along this road.

16.0 / 25.7 At fork, bear right.

16.1 / 25.9 Monet’s house and gardens are on the left; on the right is a parking lot with a bike 
rack hidden behind bushes. The Musée d’Art Américain is down the road on the right. After your visit, continue in same direction, which leads to main road.

17.2 / 27.7 Right then left onto bike path.

18.8 / 30.3 Left following sign for Vernonnet.

18.9 / 30.4 Circle; go halfway around onto bridge, biking up onto right sidewalk (bike path). (First left after bridge is optional stop to see Eglise de Notre Dame.)

19.4 / 31.2 Circle, go 1/4 around following sign for “gare” (train station). Next left following sign for “gare.”

19.5 / 31.4 END POINT: Vernon train station.

++++++++++++++++++++
X. THE CHARMS OF CHANTILLY AND SENLIS

Highlights:
*The Castle of Chantilly
*The medieval town of Senlis
*The Forest of D’Ermenonville

Mileage: 30 miles or 48.2 kilometers
Traffic: Some traffic around Chantilly Castle; otherwise light.
Pedaling time: 3 hours
Terrain: Flat with three small uphills
Map: Michelin 237 or IGN 3615 
Time to Go: Weekdays for less traffic around Chantilly; on Tuesdays, however, many sites in Chantilly and Senlis are closed.

INTRODUCTION FOR “THE CHARMS OF CHANTILLY AND SENLIS”

This is the longest trip in the guide. It features long rides through horse country and quiet forested areas, as well as visits to the Castle of Chantilly and the medieval town of Senlis. 

Many consider the Castle of Chantilly, know the world over for its whipped cream and black lace, to be the loveliest in all of France. Leave plenty of time to visit the château and its gardens. (The château is open daily except Tuesday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. March 1-October 31, and 10:30 a.m.-12:45 p.m. and 2-5 p.m. November 1-February 28. Adult admission: 39 FF. Telephone: 03.44.57.10.03.) In Senlis, take time to walk the streets and see the churches dating from the 12th century. For a helpful map of the town that indicates the main sites, visit the Tourist Information Center at place Notre Dame.

We begin at the Chantilly-Gouvieux train station, which is accessible from Gare du Nord. Trains leave approximately every 30 to 60 minutes; the ride takes 25-46 minutes, depending on the train. (Check the SNCF’s Ile-de-France Web page at http://idf.sncf.fr/FR/ to search for the best trains.) The normal train ticket runs at 41 FF one-way. You may also take RER D trains, which take 45 minutes, leaving from Châtelet-les-Halles. The castle is a short hop from the train station. After, we head to Senlis via Aumont, and then go through the D’Ermenonville Forest and several small towns and corn patches until we reach our destination, the Orry-la-Ville train station. Trains leave Orly every 30 to 60 minutes; a ticket to Paris is 35 FF.

DIRECTORS FOR “THE CHARMS OF CHANTILLY AND SENLIS”

STARTING POINT:
After descending from train, ascend stairs, turn left. You will be standing at the left side of the Chantilly-Gouvieux train station.

MILES / KILOMETERS

0.0 / 0.0 Exit parking lot by turning right.

0.1 / 0.2 At circle, go halfway around, following sign for “Hippodrome” (racing track for horses). Use the road or dirt path to the right.

1.2 / 1.9 At intersection, look left and see the Chantilly Château. Park here and walk to the castle for a visit. Then, turn right on the D924a. See sign leaving Chantilly.

1.8 / 2.9 Turn left to Avilly on the D138. 

2.7 / 4.3 At fork, turn left for Senlis.

2.8 / 4.5 Sign entering Avilly.

3.1 / 5.0 Stop sign; left for Senlis.

3.2 / 5.1 Sign D138e leaving Avilly.

3.3 / 5.3 Sign for Vineuil.

3.4 / 5.5 At circle, go 3/4 around on the D924 to Chantilly.

4.5 / 7.2 Right on D606 for Aprémont.

4.8 / 7.7 Sign leaving Vineuil.

6.4 / 10.3 Sign for Aprémont. Bear left at Y-intersection. Still heading for Senlis on the D606 on rue de Vineuil.

6.8 / 10.9 Right onto D606e.

7.9 / 12.7 Cross a big highway -- the N330 -- go straight.

8.3 / 13.3 See sign for Aumont-en-Halatte.

8.5 / 13.7 Bear left at intersection of town square, church on left, town hall straight ahead onto Rue Louis Blanchet.

9.7 / 15.6 See sign for Senlis.

10.4 / 16.7 Merge right.

10.7 / 17.2 Left onto uphill lined with street lamps.

10.9 / 17.5 At top of small hill, there is a cross. You are near the Senlis city center. 

11.6 / 18.6 Turn left then the first right (at cinema sign) onto rue de Villevert. Then make first right onto Rue du Chat-Hâret. See the Jardin du Roi (King’s Garden) on your left, then make an about-face and go straight through the intersection with Villevert to continue onto Rue de Mauconseil.

11.8 / 18.9 Bear right onto Rue aux Flageards, then right onto Rue St. Pierre, then turn right onto Rue du Chancelier. Park here, at Place Notre-Dame, to visit the town in-depth. The Tourist Information Center is straight ahead to the right, in front of the cathedral.

11.9 / 19.2 Make an about-face, turn right onto rue St. Hilaire, then bear right onto Place de la Halle, bear right again onto Rue de l’Apport. 

12.1 / 19.5 Left onto Rue Vieille de Paris.

12.3 / 19.8 Name of road changes to Rue de Paris.

12.4 / 19.9 Turn left onto rue de la Bretonnerie.

12.7 / 20.4 Turn left onto rue des Jardiniers.

12.9 / 20.7 Right onto Vieux Chemin de Meaux, then immediate left onto Chemin de la Bigu.

15.0 / 24.1 Sign for the Forêt d’Ermenonville. On the Michelin 106 map, this route is marked in green.

15.9 / 25.6 Sign for La Route Longue.

18.2 / 29.3 At Carrefour des Espionnes (the Spy Crossing), make right on the D126.

20.6 / 33.2 This road comes to end; make right heading to town of Mortefontaine.

21.3 / 34.3 Entering Mortefontaine on the D922.

21.6 / 34.8 Right on D607 for Theirs-sur-Thève.

21.7 / 34.9 Turn right. 

22.2 / 35.7 Cross a one-way bridge.

22.4 / 36.0 Left onto D607.

24.6 / 39.6 Cross over highway.

24.8 / 39.9 Entering Thiers.

24.9 / 40.0 Bear right.

25.0 / 40.2 Turn left.

25.9 / 41.7 Entering Pontarmé.

26.3 / 42.3 Left onto N17.

26.6 / 42.8 Right onto Route de Montgresin.

27.7 / 44.6 Left on D924a, then right onto the C to Orry-la-Ville.

28.6 / 46.0 Sign for Orry-la-Ville.

29.0 / 46.7 Make sharp right on D118 to the Gare SNCF.

29.5 / 47.5 Sign leaving Orry.

30.3 / 48.8 Move into left lane and turn left for train station.

30.3 / 48.8 END POINT: Orry-la-Ville train station (SNCF and RER) 

SPECIAL NOTES

All Paris phone numbers have 10 digits, beginning with 01. When dialing from within France, dial all ten digits. When dialing from outside France, dial the country code (33) then the Paris prefix (1) then the eight digits which follow the 01.
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